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H. densa F. Maekawa 1938 
J. Japanese Botany, 14:46 1938 (et Botanical Magazine, Tokyo, 52:42 1938; nom. nud.) 

ケヤリギボウシ =  毛槍擬宝珠 = Keyari Gibōshi (Maekawa 1938) 
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History and Nomenclature: Fumio Maekawa is best known for his detailed 
treatment of the Genus Hosta, published in 1940. His work on the genus spanned the 
years from 1928 until 1984. During his early field investigations he noticed a num-
ber of taxa that showed mixed 
morphological traits in some lo-
calized populations. To accom-
modate these taxa he established 
his section Intermediae. Two taxa 
in this section, namely H. densa 
and H. pachyscapa, exist in the 
wild but are considered morphs 
of H. kiyosumiensis so were in-
cluded as synonyms of the latter 
species by Fujita (1976), who also 
confirmed the existence of wild 
populations. Also part of section 
Intermediae, H. sacra and H. hip-
peastrum were reduced to cultivar 
rank by Schmid (1991) as H. 
‘Hippeastrum’ and H. ‘Sacra’ be-
cause field investigations could 
not confirm indigenous popula-
tions. H. densa exists as isolated 
polymorphic  populations south of 
the Suzuka mountain range form-
ing the border between northern 
Mie (Mie-ken; 三重県) and Shiga 
(Shiga-ken; 滋賀県) prefectures. 
The Japanese name was assigned 
by Maekawa as  ケヤリギボウシ 
= Keyari Gibōshi in 1938. The 
name “Keyari” is a derivative of 
the Japanese name for the feath-
ered or haired pike carried in feudal Japan as a symbol of rank (毛槍). The tall, first 
upright, then leaning scapes/racemes of H. densa with the flowers bunched near the 
top are reminiscent of this keyari pike (throwing lance). The northernmost habitat 
is recorded from Nonoboriyama (野登山), near the town of Kameyama (Kame-
yama-shi; 亀山市). Maekawa established H. densa in 1938 and based his type on col-

 

H. densa Maekawa = H. ‘Densa’ 
Mt. Ōdaigahara (Ōdaigaharazan; 大台ケ原山)

Cultivated at Hosta Hill R.G. 
Photo W.G. Schmid 2006 



lections further south near Mount 
Ōdaigahara (Ōdai-gaharazan; 大台ケ

原山 ) in Yoshino-Kumano National 
Park (吉野熊野国立公園). Maekawa 
(1940) confirmed the type of H. 
densa. Notwithstanding, in 1969, 
Maekawa included most components 
of H. densa approaching K. kikutii 
morphology in the K. kikutii complex 
as H. kikutii var. densa. Schmid 
(1991) stated that a number of locally 
distinct variants were covered under 
the name H. densa and those ap-
proaching H. kikutii morphology 
moved to H. kikutii as H. kikutii var. 
densa. Schmid (1991) noted that as 
typified by Maekawa, H. densa is now 
viewed as an interspecific natural 
hybrid and not part of the species H. 
kiyosumiensis as suggested by Fujita 
(1976). Based on Maekawa (1969) 
and Fujita (1976), distinct natural 
populations do exist, but no further 
field studies have been published. 
The wild populations of H. densa 
have been confirmed by Fujita (1976) 
as a differentiated type south of th
Suzuka mountain range 鈴鹿主稜線
and included as synonyms in H
kiyosumiensis. RAPD/DNA analysis
showed H. densa and H. pachyscap
(which see) to be differentiated. No
further field information has been publis
consider this to be a culton and relegate it t
‘Densa’. 
 
Habitat and Biology: The reported h
Peninsula (

e 

a 
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Kii Hantō; 紀伊半島) in Mie (M
滋賀県) prefectures south of the Suzuka mo
encompasses the southern part of Kans
Maekawa (1940) reported habitat in the for
Kii mountain range (Kii-sanchi; 紀伊山地
river banks and forest margins (similar to
situ photographs have been seen. Habitat r
In the northern areas, the habitat is on rel
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Cul
H. densa Maekawa = H. ‘Densa’ 
From Maekawa (1940) Photo 48 

       

ti Garden

 Mt. Ōdaigahara (Ōdaigaharazan; 
大台ケ原)  

vated in Koishikawa Botanical 
hed since 1976, it is perhaps best to 
o cultivar status, writing the name as H. 

abitat of this species occurs only on Kii 
   ie-ken; 三重県) and Shiga (Shiga-ken;   

untain range (鈴鹿主稜線). This locality 
ai region (Kansai-chihō; 関西地方 ). 
ested mountains of central Kii along the 
). Reported as inhabiting open valleys, 
 H. kiyosumiensis, which see), but no in 
eported includes mountains and valleys. 
atively dry, low mountain slopes (about 

-

 (小石川植物園) 



300m/1000 ft) in wooded areas and under sub-shrubs in moist bottom land along 
rivers. Average rainfall is 1,047 mm (42 in.) but higher in the mountains. The cli-
mate is mild with an average yearly temperature of 16.7° C. (62° F.).  
                                        
                 Del.: W. George Schmid                                                                                                   
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                                                                            H. densa (H. ‘Densa’)  
                                                                                                                   

(Please not  
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Distribution Map for H. densa (H. ‘Densa’) 
e: The habitat areas shown give approximate locations only)
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H. densa (H. ‘Densa’) Cultivated 
ra (大台ケ原山) ▪ Hosta Hill R.G. © W.G. Schmid 2006.08.20

 



H. ‘Densa’ in Cultivation: This c lton is infrequently seen in gardens and 
en 
ny 
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H. 
nsis but represent a 

ap-
proaches the morphology of H. 

a as de aeka

u
definitely a collector’s hosta. Like H. ‘Pachyscapa’, H. ‘Densa’ it is a large specim

hosta with impressive, shi
green leaves, tall scapes, many
attractive flowers on top of the 
scape bunched in a tight raceme
looking much like the feathe
top on a Japanese keyari 
(feather-topped throwing la
Summers (1972) did not list 
this culton by name and no
other import sources are lis
Some specimens sold under the 
name H. densa or H. ‘Densa’ 
are in fact H. kikutii var. densa
which has a tighter veining 
patterns similar to H. kikutii
K. Watanabe (1985) did not 
mention this culton and it is
rarely seen in Japanese gar-
dens. Specimens seen in Kyoto 
Botanic Garden (京都府立医科

大 学 植 物 園 ) are labeled 
kiyosumie
wide-leaved form that 

dens scribed by M wa 
(1940) with wider leaves and 
more vein pairs (to 12). Al-
though labeled H. kiyosumi-
ensis, this form is quite different 
 

from the typical H. kiyosumiensis and has 
yellowish, bicolor anthers so is considered here 
an interspecific hybrid involving H. kikutii and 
H. montana, i.e., similar to H. densa. More field 
work is required to determine this. 
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. kiyosumiensis (?) ▲ ▲▲ ►►► 

 Botanic Garden 

lose-u

 H
 H. densa (?) 
 
 University of Kyoto
 (京都府立医科大学植物園) ▲ ► 
 

 C p of bud with large bract ►►►



Plant Morphology: This taxon/culton represents a group with an intermediate 
morphological position between section Helipteroides (H. sieboldiana and H. mon-
tana) and section Rynchophorae (H. kikutii). Although originally treated as a taxon, 
there is strong evidence (polymorphic traits like bi-color anthers) that it may repre-
sent an interspecific, intergrading, hybrid swarm. A specimen received from Japan 
and cultivated in North America conforms to Maekawa's 1940 diagnosis and is 
morphologically quite distinct, characterized by spreading leaves (like H. montana) 
and a densely arranged raceme with many, late flowers (like H. kikutii) with the 

arrow part of the perianth never grooved. Plant size: 45–55 cm dia., 35–40 cm high 

cuminate tip, flat surface, but 

 
 
 

; 

n
(18–22 by 14–16 in.). Petiole 22.5–30 by 0.9 cm wide (9–12 by 0.60 in. wide), erect, 
green, purple-dotted at the base, deeply grooved. Leaf 17.5–30.5 by 10–20 cm (7–12 
by 4–8 in.), erect and in line with petiole, entire, ovate-elliptical to ovate-cordate, 
cuspidate, petiole-leaf transition cordate, truncate, a
undulate-wavy along the margin, opaque dark green above, lighter green below. 
Venation 8–10 (12), closely spaced, sunken above, very projected, smooth, below. 
Scape 60 (90) cm (24 (36) in.), 0.5 cm (0.2 in.) thick, straight, later inclining, green, 
lightly purple-spotted at base: Sterile bracts very large, navicular, thin, membra-

than perianth; narrow part of the peri-
anth never grooved. Anthers bi-color 
purple-yellow. September. Fertile.  
 

nous, soft, green some turning white,
pointed; fertile bracts whitish. Raceme
short, tight, with up to 40 flowers very
densely arranged. Flowers 5 cm long, 
2.5 cm broad (2 by 1 in.), medium size
tepals ▲Type A (Schmid 1991), white, 
but slightly purple suffused inside, 
later fading to all-white, expanding, 
funnel-shaped, in the central part di-
lated bell-shaped, tepals spreading 
straight to the axis of perianth, stamens 
not very superior, equal or shorter H. densa Maeka

From Maekawa 
Mt. Nonobori (Nono  

Cultivated in Kois
Garden (小石
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wa = H. ‘Densa’ 
(1940) Photo 49 
boriyama; 野登山)
hikawa Botanical 
川植物園) 



Karyotype-Chromosomes: Sporophytic Count = 60; 12 large, 48 small; (2n).  
 

Pollen: (Pollen shape after Erdtman, 1966): H. pachyscapa (H. ‘Pachyscapa’) and H. 
densa (H. ‘Densa’) are considered to be synonymous with H. kiyosumiensis (Fujita 
1976), which has Subtype RG(VIII) (rugulate granulate): OS (oblate-spheroidal) as 
typified by M.G. Chung and S.B. Jones, 1989). However, Chung and Jones did not 
include H. pachyscapa (H. ‘Pachyscapa’) and H. densa (H. ‘Densa’) in their research 
so Hosta pollen morphology does not offer classification data.  
 

Genome Size: DNA content (2C) in pg (one (10-12) gram) was not included in 
onneveld, B.J.M. and F. Van Iren (2001).  

: (

ed using primer OPB-
5'-CCTTGACGCA-3'). The single primer 

wo marker bands were 
produced for H. pachyscapa (981bp and 644bp), allowing for the differentiation of 

takahashii, and H. tibae, which indic
component H. densa. 
  

Taxonomic Type and Synon
H. densa Maekawa (1940) [not H. ki
Reduced to cultivar form as H. ‘Den
J. Japanese Botany, 14:46 1938 (et B
 J. of the Faculty of Science, 

ear the 
eyama ( Kameyama-shi; 亀山市 ), Mie (Mie-ken; 三重県 ). 

方), central Honshū. Hab.: Mountain re-

Japan

Z
 

DNA Banding Y. Yu, 2002; Sauve, R.J., S. 
Zhou, Y. Yu, and W.G. Schmid. 2005). In 
addition to other taxa, the banding patterns of 
H. pachyscapa and H. densa were compared in 
the 2002/2005 study. The 2 species shown in the 
banding pattern (18 = H. densa; 19 = H. 
pachyscapa were compar
12 (
generated three bands (as shown in Fig. A). One 

marker band was produced for H. densa (850bp) and t

these taxa. The 850bp band is a polymorphic band common also to H. tardiva, H. 
ates the presence of a section Tardanthae 

ymy:  
kutii var. densa Maekawa (1969)] 
sa’. 
otanical Magazine, Tokyo, 52:42 1938; nom. nud.) 

Imperial University Tokyo, Section 3 Botany, Vol. 
5:377-379 ic. 47–49 1940. 

Type: In TI based on the cultivated plant; coll. F. Maekawa, Mt. Ōdaigahara (Ōdai-
gaharazan; 大台ケ原山), Mie (Mie-ken; 三重県) and Shiga (Shiga-ken; 滋賀

県); coll.: T. Kurokawa, Mt. Nonobori (Nonoboriyama; 野登山), n
town of Kam
Kansai region (Kansai-chihō; 関西地
gions and valleys. 

 
Botanical Synonyms: 
 H. kiyosumiensis Fujita (1976 sensu lato) not accepted here. 
 

ese Synonyms 
 ケヤリギボウシ =  毛槍 擬宝珠 = Keyari Gibōshi (Maekawa 1938) 
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 Horticultural Progeny: The 
true H. densa (H. ‘Densa’) is rarely seen 
in gardens. Some horticultural progeny is 
known and this culton is reportedly 
involved in the creation of a few sports or 
hybrids. There is purported registered 
progeny listed in the Hosta Registry of 
The American Hosta Society, Kevin P. 
Walek, International Registrar for the 
Genus Hosta. Two cultivars with the 

ame 
y leaves 

 as the taxon 

n H. ‘Densa’ are cultivated but the 
plant by this name with blue-gre
and prinosity is not the same
validly published by Maekawa (1940). 
This name is in-correct as explained on 
page 10. 
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H. densa (H. ‘Densa’) Cultivated specimen initial bloom                        
Mt. Ōdaigahara (大台ケ原山) ▪ Hosta Hill R.G. ▪ © W.G. Schmid 2006 

H. densa (H. ‘Densa’) 
Cultivated flower bud 

Mt. Ōdaigahara (大台ケ原山) 
© W.G. Schmid 2006.08.15



▲Left elongating scape with sterile bracts unfolding – bud swelling – turning white▲
. densa (H. ‘Densa’) Cultivated specimen           

Mt. Ōdaigahara (大台ケ原山) 

       
H                      

G. ▪  

 
 
 
 

◄ H. densa (H. ‘Densa’) 

Mt. Ōdaigahara (大台ケ原山) 
Hosta Hill R.G. Schmid 2006 

Beginning Anthesis 

Hosta Hill R.

© W.G. Schmid August 2006 
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H. densa (H. ‘Densa’) Cultivated specimen                                 
Source unknown ▪ © H. Philips 2005 ▪ Flowers shown at time of anthesis 

Note the white color of the fertile bracts, which usually emerge green, then change 
to white at anthesis 
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M , 
14, No. 1:45–49. 

H. ‘Density’ The Hosta 
Registry of The Amer-
ican Hosta Society, lists 
two registered cultivars, 
which purportedly in-
volves H. ‘Densa’ as a 
parent. One of these is H. 
‘Density’ registered in 
1990 by Fairway Enter-
prises (Minks). Listed as 
“intensely blue with 
heavy dimpling; blooms 
July 1- July 20.” This 
culton is  listed as a sport 
of but that cannot be 
since H. ‘Densa’ blooms 
in September. It must be 
a hybrid, which could 

involve H. ‘Densa’, but that has not been documented. Another registered   cultivar 
is H. ‘Spike Jones’ E. Schulz (2002). Its pod parent is listed as H. kikutii var. densa 
Maekawa 1969, which has been shown to belong to the H. kikutii complex and is not 
H. ‘Densa’. For these reasons, the aforemen-tioned cultivars are not connected with 
the culton H. ‘Densa’ validly published as H. densa (Maekawa). s a parent. One of 
these is H. ‘Density’ registered in 1990 by Fairway Enterprises (Minks). Listed as 
“intensely blue with heavy dimpling; blooms July 1- July 20.” Purportedly a sport 
of but that cannot be since H. ‘Densa’ blooms in September. This is most likely a 
hybrid, which could involve H. ‘Densa’, but this has not been documented. Another 
registered   cultivar is H. ‘Spike Jones’ E. Schulz (2002). Its pod parent is listed as H. 
kikutii var. densa Maekawa 1969, which has been shown to belong to the H. kikutii 
complex and is not H. ‘Densa’. For these reasons, the aforementioned cultivars are 
not connected with the culton H. ‘Densa’. 
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